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Many students are confused about the ACT vocabulary and what types of words they should know. Is THE ACT vocab similar to the SAT vocab? What's the best way to study ACT vocabulary? In this article we break down exactly how act Test terminology is, go over the words it tests most often, and give you tips on how to approach
terminology on readings and English sections. As a bonus we also offer a list of our 15 best ACT words and a free training list of our 150 best ACT words! How is Vocab tested in the ACT? Our modern idea of vocabulary in terms of academic testing comes from the College Board's nearly 100-year approach to it. In 1926, the first SAT
included 33 of these elementary fill-in empty vocabulary questions: See at the end of this post for answers to this question vocab and others! These fill-in-empty questions are why (as long as most of us can remember!) students prepared for the tests by memorizing definitions. This is because it's easy to score high just by cramming 100
definitions into your brain. But the ACT, Inc., and the College Board soon learned that knowing the definition of a word is not the same as knowing how to use it effectively in a sentence. For example, the dictionary definition of engender is the cause. But a student who only knows the definition might think generated belongs to the
following sentence: A harsh professor and a sensitive student cry. The problem here is that the breed actually means something between encouragement and cause. It would be strange to say that a professor encouraged a student to cry, wouldn't it? Instead, it is better to say that the severity itself has given rise to something. In addition,
the product can be followed only by a noun, so it would be right to say something like this: The harsh tone of the professor creates a tense atmosphere in the classroom. As you can see, using a word in the context of a language is as important as defining it. Most major tests caught on this, including the ACT and finally the SAT (by 2016).
But the ACT takes an even more nuanced approach to vocabulary testing, including where word knowledge is crucial to understanding or answering a question. Vocabulary words on the ACT are usually surrounded by a few hints of their meaning. These hints are also known as contextual clues, and we'll talk more about the following.
ACT Loves Context: Clues and Vocabulary As we discussed earlier, knowing the definitions of words is not as good as the ability to choose the best word for a particular context. In other words, it's less about the words themselves and more about how they fit into the words around them. The ACT really takes this to heart and rewards
students who know how to use context keys. Here's the ACT question, which focuses on vocabulary: The hard words in question above are sound and intact, which are both undamaged, but that's only part of the question. The word of everything seems like it fits into the list of words, but when we insert it into the sentence, it reads the pen
in common, which is clearly wrong. So we need to know that sound and intact means something like a whole, but there is other information (context) that helps us answer that question. Here's another interesting example of the ACT. Dedicated words are the ones you need to know to get the issue with 100% confidence. With this tougher
issue of ACT English, we need to know that resolute means expressing something violently and clearly in order to choose the right among the options. Only one choice (claims) is even close to this definition, but it is also a tough word for many students. However, if we know decisive, then we know that the hints, suggests and probably
says, are not strong enough. Again, in this ACT issue, we have some leeway with our vocabulary skills. What words does Vocab do the ACT test? We now know that the ACT has a very specific, contextual approach to vocabulary testing. In general, the words tested in the ACT are similar to those on the SAT. Here are five defining
qualities of THE ACT vocab words: #1: ACT only tests mid-level Vocabulary, but tests it in detail When you look at the Top 15 ACT words at the end of this article, you may already know many words. That's great! However, make sure you really know what those words mean. By that, I mean watch them and read them in a few different
sentences to make sure you understand how to use them properly. While the ACT doesn't test super hard vocab words such as abstemious, crepuscular, and blunderbuss, it does test the nuances of more common words such as stick, bulky and diffuse. Many of these nuances include a few meanings that we will delve into the next. #2:
The ACT likes words with multiple ACT meanings that like to test secondary (lesser-) or academic word values. Consider a few examples from the real ACT. First, what do decisive and critical words mean to you? You have probably thought of the most common definitions of these words: the adjective meaning of the persistent is defined,
while the critical adjective meaning is frowned upon. But both of these words also have a secondary, more academic significance. It is determined, for example, also the past time of the verb to determine what it means to establish something accurately. Here is an example of this particular use: In the 16th century, Nikolai Copernicus
determined that the Earth revolves around the Sun. The definition used in this way is one of the most common dictionary words in the ACT. In contrast, critical is always an adjective (most ending in al are), but it still has several meanings. While the more popular critical, disapproving value describes a person, an academic academic refers
to the analysis or explanation of something, as in the following example: Critical analysis of the scientist Macbeth shows that Macbeth's greed is the main cause of the play's events. One trick that you can use on the ACT is to think about unknown words metaphorically. For example, the word bulky technically means large or heavy and
therefore difficult to carry around or use. But this actually most often means slow or complex and therefore ineffective. Now let's look at the ACT reading example where we can apply this strategy. Let's say we think the answer to the question above is F, but we don't know what self-absorption means. We know what to absorb or absorb,
and we know what I mean. This tactic can be applied to many multi-amus of average words tested in the ACT. #3: ACT Loves Idioms Another way, using idioms, is to test language skills, i.e. phrases that mean something other than what actual words mean. For example, a bullet bite is an English idiom, which means doing something that
is difficult to do. It has nothing to do with bites or bullets. Here's a few idioms from the latest ACT: Silence-Silence: The Secret Under wraps: the secret streak of the past: the pass-by quickly happened: happened in the heat: during the shed light on: shows explaining badly at ease: uncomfortable (mentally, not physically) to stay on: focus
on longer than necessary for a while: under the pressure of time stumbled on: discovered by chance difficult to examine idioms like there are thousands of them. Fortunately, the ACT only tests idioms that are widely used, so an easy way to improve your knowledge of idioms is to read, read, read. If you encounter a phrase that doesn't
make sense, ask your teacher or other adult to explain it to you, since definitions of idioms can be difficult to find reliably on the Internet. #4: The ACT includes vocabulary science a lot of people freak about ACT science, but it's really quite simple if you're familiar with science. There are complex topics and vocabulary, such as powerful
traits and conductivity, but the test clearly explains all these concepts. However, you should know or be able to bypass more general and vague scientific terms. One thing that can make ACT science less scary (especially if you haven't taken chemistry or biology) is to make sure you know some basic ACT dictionary scientific words. The
dictionary list attached to this article includes almost 40 words of vocabulary science just for this purpose. It can also be useful to read in scientific publications, such as Science, Discover, and the science section of the New York Times. #5: SAT Vocabulary looks a lot like ACT Vocabulary In 2016 College Board promised to make the SAT
more relevant to college success. This meant getting rid of a bunch of obscure words such as lakhrimosis (tears, sad) and joining college-level words that are more commonly used in academic texts. As a result, the words SAT vocab are now very similar to the words ACT vocab. Each of the 15 best words of the ACT vocab below can be
widely used to discuss different academic topics and will probably appear on the SAT as well. PrepScholar's Top 15 ACT Vocab Words ACT uses a lot of the same vocabulary of words over and over again. Unsurprisingly, these words are closely related to literary and scientific themes, and have variations (italianized and bracketed below)
that are also important for the test. You may notice that many words have several meanings; Our extended 150-word ACT list tells you what values are likely to appear on the ACT. These are the words you absolutely should know! Analysis (v.): Study in detail, usually for the purposes of explanation and interpretation (analysis, Analytical)
make up (against): write or create to compose, make up (composition consisting of) correlate (v.): have a reciprocal relationship or relationship (consequence, correlates) critical (adj.): expressing unfavorable or disapproving comments or judgments, express or involving the analysis of the merits and shortcomings of the work of literature,
music or art, associated with objective analysis and assessment of the issue in order to form a question At the point of crisis to determine (v.): to cause (something) occurs in a certain way; be the deciding factor to establish or establish exactly, usually as a result of research or calculation differentiation (v.): recognize or find out what is
doing (someone or something) different (different between) to identify differences between (two or more things or people) to do (someone or something) appear different or different to do or become different in the process of growth or development engage (v.): occupy, occupy, occupy(v.): attract, or attract (someone's interest or attention)
(to engage someone in) to get someone to participate in (conversation or discussion) (to participate in) (to participate in) to arise (against): to become obvious, important or prominent to develop (against): evolve gradually, especially from a simpler to more complex form of conclusion (v.) : to withdraw or conclude (information) from
evidence and reasoning, rather than from explicit statements (against) : leave or exclude (someone or something) or intentionally or forgetfully precede (v.): come up (something) in time to come earlier in order or position (preceding) redundant (adj.): no or no longer necessary or useful reflection (v.): (surface or body) to discard (heat, light
or sound) without absorbing it (mirror or shiny surface) to show the image to embody or present (something) faithfully or appropriately (reflect well/bad) to make a good or bad impression; Former. The incident has a bad impact on airline operating practices. (think on/on) deeply or think carefully about the relevant (adj.): closely related or
relevant to the subject at hand (antonym: no matter) 2 Quick Tips to Study ACT Vocab To help you get these 15 ACT words (and any others you may come across!), be sure to try our quick tips below. #1: Use Flashcards and The Waterfall Method By far the fastest and most effective way to learn the ACT vocabulary is to make and use
flash cards. Specifically, you want to use the waterfall method - an easy way to help you remember words and define them quickly. With this method, you'll pass through the deck of one map at a time, so you can end up spending more time learning words you don't know (compared to those you know). Not a fan of paper flash cards? No
problem. Try downloading Anki, a free computer program that uses repeat software (SRS) to show you more complex maps more often than simple ones. #2: Take the official ACT practice tests Once you've memorized those 15 ACT vocab words (and any other words you'll find along the way), it's time to put what you learned on the test
by taking the official ACT practice test. These tests are just like the real deal and offer you the best, most accurate ACT vocab practice possible. Some words of caution, however. On the one hand, pass a practical test in a quiet place, preferably where you will not bother anything, such as a library. Second, make sure to time yourself
according to the actual deadlines in the ACT. So you can slowly build the stamina you need for the day test! Answers to questions in this article: (28) Economy (29) Pulp (30) Homeopathy (63) C. Total (73) D. approves (28) F. deceptive self-absorption What's next? Want more tips to study ACT vocab? Then learn about the waterfall
method - the best way to remember the words vocab. While this guide speaks specifically about SAT vocab, the method can be applied to any and all vocab words you are learning! Want to know whether to take an ACT or SAT to get into college? Read our breakdown of which test is easier and learn about the major differences between
the ACT and the SAT to help you decide which test is right for you. What is a good ACT result, and what score should you aim for? Go into our stride for Guide to find out your ACT score goal and how you can achieve it. Want to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Check out our best-in-class online training classes for the ACT. We
guarantee your money back if you don't improve your ACT ACT account points or more. Our classes are completely online and they are taught by ACT experts. If you liked this article, you'll love our classes. Along with expert classes, you'll get personalized homework with thousands of hands-on challenges organized by individual skills, so
you'll learn most effectively. We'll also give you step-by-step custom programs to follow, so you'll never be confused about what to learn next. Try it without risk today: today: basic russian vocabulary list. basic russian vocabulary for travelers. basic vocabulary in russian language. basic russian vocabulary pdf
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